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Introduction

This report presents the results of archeological testing carried out during the later
summer of 1998 near the urban center of Lincoln, Nebraska. The project was undertaken
by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Department of Anthropology and supported by a
Historic Preservation Grant from the Nebraska State Historical Society Historic

^  Preservation Office administered by the Historic Preservation program of the Lincoln
City Planning Department. The goal of the project, which was formally called ''In the
Shadow of Downtown" and informally known as the 'Downtown Project," was to assess
the condition and archeological nature of sites identified in late 19^ century sources as
'Negro Shanties."

The goal of the report is to record the technical results of test excavations aimed
^  at locating and assessing the remains of the shanties. It begins by summarizing the

historical records that describe the shanties and sets out a rational for their archeological
investigations. With that bacl^ound, the modem condition in the research area is
described and the methods used for the project are presented.

Two sets of archeological data appear to bear most directly on the focus of the
project. These are the complex stratigraphy revealed by the excavation and the highly
fragmented cultural assemblage recov^ed from the lower portions of the exposed area.
Consideration of these two data sets forms the focus of this report. To frcilitate
description and interpretation of the excavated assemblage, materials recovered by the
testing are presented in terms of stratigr^hic subdivisions that clarify the complex
history of land use in the research area. Finally, as a conclusion, the report presents an
assessment of the archeological remains of the African-American community that lived
southwest of downtown Lincoln in the closing decades of the 19*^ century.

^  Project Background and Historic Records of the
Downtown African-American Community

The downtown archeological project is an outgrowth of historical research
^  conducted by Kathy Colwell and Dr. Ed Zimmer of the Lincoln City Planning

Department. In the course of researching properties associated with Lincoln's early
African-American communities, they discovered references to an early African-American

^  community in the area generally southwest of Lincoln's dty center (see Colwell in
progress). Existence of this community was of interest in part because it was well outside
the "T Town" and Malone areas neighborhoods which have long been thought of as
Lincoln's African-American neighborhoods. It suggested that early Lincoln supported an
Africa-American community that was larger and more complex than had been expected.
Given the under-appreciation of African-Americans in the history of both Lincoln and the

m  Great Plains, knowing more about this community seemed especially important.
After discovering references to the community, Colwell examined late 19^

cmtury Sanbom Insurance tn^s of the downtown area and discovered a number of
tm structures that reflected African-American activities. Notable among these were a

number of fr-ame structures, generally built off the grid of lot line and streets, described as
'Negro Shanties." Several such shades were represented in an area that extended from

^  ̂proximately 5^ and K to at as frr south as the area of Park School (see Figure 1). The
1895 Sanbom showed a cluster of these shanties in the south half of Block 132 of the

original city plat near the intersection of 6^ and H Streets. The 1928 Sanbom shows at



least one of these structures surviving in the right-of-way of H St., west of 6th St. (see
Figure 2). Subsequent examination of Lincoln City Directories produced the names of
individuals who apparently lived in these homes. The building, shown diagonally
crossing the northern end of lot 7, lettered 'C is probably 628 South 6^ Street where Mrs.
Patsy Ross, a charwoman lived in 1889/90. The representation in the Sanbom map
suggests this frame building measured about 10' x 15'.. Immediately east of that
building, another similar frame structure that was probably described as 632 South 6^
Street where Sam Bryant, a hod carrier, lived in 1889/90. These two buildings are in
general alignment with one another and appear to form a pair. Slightly farther east, in lot
9, another slightly smaller shanty is shown that appears to be set on a separate
orientation. This building, which also measured 10' x 15' was probably the one recorded
as 604 H Street, listings show record of a laborer named Andrew Alexander.

To augment the sketchy information offered by the Sanbom maps, Colwell also
consulted the bird-eyes views of Lincoln published between 1880 and 1889. These
presented what appear to be the same structures, albeit in rather cryptic form. The 1889
view for example, (see Figure 3) shows what appears to be three small, but rather
unremarkable gabled-roof homes in the southem half of block 132. Aside from further
documenting their existence in near the railroad tracks that formed the westem edge of
early Lincoln, they contain little specific information.

In addition to the location of specific shanties, the Sanbom maps offer
information that suggests that the 6^ and H neighborhood included other African -
American households. The 1889/90 City Directory, for example, lists people living at
640 South 6^ and 604 H., however, those locations would have been directly south of the
two shanties discussed above, but the 1891 Sanbom shows that area as vacant land. The
1903 Sanbom shows none of these buildings, but indicates that a new home had been
built to the west, across 6^ Street essentially in the right-of-way of H Street, possibly the
owners being either Emanuel Spriggins or David Gritter, both listed as hod carriers.
Andrew Nettles, also, a laborer, was listed at 546 H Street, but again, no structure was
shown at this location on the 1891 Sanbom map.

Name: Address: Occupation: Directory Year:

Alexander, Andrew 604 H Street Laborer 1889

Bryant, Sam 632 S. 6th Street Hod carrier 1890

Gritter, David 631 S. 6th Street Hod carrier 1890

Nettles, Andrew 546 H Street Laborer 1899

Ross, Mrs. Patsy 628 S. 6th Street Char-woman 1889

Sharpensteen, Anna 629 S. 7th Street 1892

Sharpensteen, Major 629 S. 7th Street 1892

Spriggins, Emanuel 631 S. 6th Street Hod carrier 1890

Wilson, Thomas 712 H Street Pastor 1889

Second Baptist Church 731 J Street 1890

The existence of the downtown African-American community was interesting and
significant. Since historical sources on the community appear to be extremely limited, it
also offered an opportunity for archeological research. First of all, information presented
in the available historic records raise questions that archeology can address. The nature
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The Cultural Assemblage from 25LC149, Valley Ice Site
Artifects were found throughout essentially all portions of all of the test trenches

opened in and around the Valley Ice yard. A wide range of materials and types were
recovered, but virtually all of the objects were heavily fiagmented. In no case were any
arti&cts found in what could be interpreted as either a primary context or a contained
provenience.

Based on stratigraphic information, it was ̂parent the only artifacts that could
potentially reflect the Afiican-American occupation were those found below the coal
layer. Thus, the cultural assemblage has been divided into an upper assemblage - from
the levels above the coal layer - and a lower assemblage that includes all of the artifacts
below the coal. In two cases (Test units 6 and 8) because the material seemed redundant
and obviously outside the focus of the project, aitifects from the upper levels were not
collected.

To frcilitate description of the two assemblages, the recovered materials were
divided into material categories and further sub-divided into formally similar clusters.
Recovered materials are described in a series of tables that follows (see Appendix A).
Objects from each excavation unit are described in tables that present the assemblages
from the upper and lower levels in terms of material categories. The material categories
consistently recognized were composed of glass, ceramics, metal, faunal remains, and
miscellaneous materials. In all cases, these cat^ories were feirly coarse, but they served
as useful aids in the management of the collection. The primary goal of the artifact
analysis has been to date stratigraphic subdivisions of the site and, to the extent possible,
assess the kinds of activities that might be reflected in the lower levels. In constructing '
the tables emphasis was placed on presentir^ information that might help support these
goals (see Appendix A).

Bottles from tbe Lower Assemblage
To augment the data presented in the artiflict tables and to focus on a potentially

datable data set, the bottle flashes from low^ units were separately described in hopes
that they would offer information on the age of the lower levels. All bottle flnishes, bases,
and marked body sections found in lower portions of the site were separated and
described in terms and categories established by, T. Stell Newman in the article "A
Dating Key for Post-Eighteen Century Bottles", published in 1970 in Historical
Archaeology 4:70-75; and Rex Wilson, Bottles on the Western Frontier, 1981.
Finises:

PN 7-3 Qear Crown Top Bottle -1" diameter
This clear glass beer or soft drink bottle top shows no mold marks but has visible

inclusions and flow lines, and circular stiiations all suggesting that it was semi-machine
made.

PN 18-2 Clear Double-bead Bottle — 1 diameter

This clear glass bottle top shows no mold marks to within 2 cm, of the lip. The
entire finish is, however, covered with horizontal striations indicating it was at least semi-
machine made. The shape would be consistent with a champagne bottle.
PN 7-4 Oear Double-bead Bottle - 7/8" diameter

17































Table G: Artifacts from the Upper Levels of Test Trench 4

Table 24: Glass Artifacts, Test Trench 4, Upper Level

im

Provenience

number

Catalogue
Number

Number of
artifact Type of artifact

Color of
artifact Part Function Comments:

PN#9 1 1 bottle green base flasik marked: "02", "E". "9"

2 1 miscVunidentified dear

9 1 bottle brown base burned

PN#10 7 3 bottle clear base all paneled bottles

14 1 bottle clear base marked: "L.W1",

"Drug". "10th &"

15 2 bottle clear body marked: "SA". "TILE"

■■I

16 1 bottle clear body marked: "Uy", "?"-script

1 1 caibov blue/clear finish applied finish
3 1 chimney class base

■i* 17 14 flat glass clear
4 7 flat glass 3/8" lined plate glass
11 1 glassware clear rim beer bottle applied finish

tm 12 3 glassware clear decorated
2 4 glassware milk white sealer iar sealer
6 1 glassware rim tumbler fluted
18 1 iar dear rim
5 1 mica
8 2 niisc./iimdentified brown

10 1 niisc.Aiiiidentified brown burned
13 34 niisc./iinidentified clear

Table 25: Ceramic Artifacts, Test Trench 4, Upper Level
PN#10 2 3 building Wiaterial construction

tile
6 1 building material tan

12 1 porcelain white rim hand painted- w/
turquoise, pink, yellow,
and white dots

15 10 porcelain white body
16 1 porcelain white lim plate
17 1 porcelain white rim bowl
1 1 stoneware brown and

terracotta

base marised: "plied", "for";
cord-like inq)ressions
on mEterior, dip on
interior

3 3 stoneware dark brown
slip

bo^ Lincoln Pottery Works

4 3 stoneware dark brown
slip

body

5 1 stoneware red/brown
slip

hanillft Lincoln Pottery Works

7 1 stoneware rim
13 3 stoneware Bristol slip body
8 1 \diiteware blue embossed blue flow

decoration
9 4 whiteware white rim CUPS

10 3 whiteware white rim plate
11 3 whiteware white rim small plates
14 9 whiteware white body

32
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